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Project Overview 
 

Today’s Communication Problem 

At present, in the first quarter of the 21st century, mankind’s need for fast and efficient communications,                 
both terrestrial and extraterrestrial, is starting to outweigh the potential of today’s technologies. We are still                
using techniques, methods and principles which date back to the latter half of the 19th century and expect                  
that technology to deliver the high demands within the communication industry. The need for              
telecommunications is growing exponentially, not only here on Earth but also as we begin our journey to                 
other planets and possibly beyond our solar system. At this time, new communication technology for both                
Earth-bound communication and space communication is more vital than ever. 

Modern telecommunications is one of the largest industry sectors worldwide, however it is currently slow,               
inefficient and relies on vast amounts of infrastructure to work. Although vast amounts of money is invested                 
per year, there are still large areas of the Earth with no communication possibility. Modern               
telecommunications are susceptible to malfunction, from animals chewing wires to space debris destroying             
satellites and many more disruptive influences. 

The same slow and inefficient antiquated signal sending systems are used by companies within              
telecommunication, internet, media broadcasting, robotics, secure data transfer, security services,          
governments, military and even the space industry to communicate with spacecraft in orbit, or billions of                
kilometers away. 
 

Who are we? 

TCT Aerospace, in 2019 with two main and equally important objectives:  

1. MoonPIE lunar mission: To collect and return to Earth a test mass of 1kg of lunar rock and dust,                   
whilst demonstrating Proof of Concept in showing a greater than 80% hardware re-usability             
per-mission for at least 10 missions. Providing the space industry with low cost and low ecological                
impact spacecraft for multiple missions.  
 

2. Quantum Telecommunications: To use knowledge gained from the Time Compression Theory (TCT),            
to bring to market the revolutionary Quantum Telecommunication System (QTS). Capable of faster             
than light, 100% secure information transfer over unlimited distances. Once QTS is implemented, it              
will render all of today’s communication systems obsolete. including quantum cryptography. 

The Time Compression Theory Team (TCT Team) corrects a minor error in General Relativity, and in doing so,                  
has opened up many new avenues of science. TCT establishes the first Unified Field Theory, demonstrating a                 
causality link between electromagnetism and gravity, as well as bridging the gap between General Relativity               
and quantum mechanics. 

By applying principles from the Quantum Mechanics analysis within the TCT, which is part of the theory we                  
have made unavailable at present, we have an understanding of the processes by which quantum entangled                
particles are able to be used as a communication system. This knowledge is unique to TCT Aerospace, and                  
only with in-depth knowledge of the full TCT would other individuals or organisations be able to research,                 
develop, assemble and operate a fully working Quantum Entanglement Telecommunication system. The Time  
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Compression Theory was purposely published in the format of a framework of the overall theory. Omitting                
most of the complex mathematics which would lead others to a full understanding of the exact working of                  
quantum entanglement and the process of utilising this knowledge to commercially produce the QTS, TCT               
Aerospace Ltd is a limited aerospace company formed to push forward the quantum telecommunications              
project and the advancement of low cost space missions. 
 

Our Solution 

Our solution to today’s telecommunication problems is to use the quantum entanglement principles resulting              
from the TCT to develop instantaneous point-to-point communications. Quantum telecommunications          
provides the possibility to have seamless communications with very little infrastructure. The solution has              
none of the cabling, mobile radio towers, relaying station, satellites or fiber optical cabling required in today’s                 
methods. There would be no region on Earth where you could not send or receive calls, texts, and data -                    
whether you are in a mine 10km underground or on a deserted island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.  

QTS technology is not confined to Earth-bound communications. It will be possible to communicate from               
Earth to Mars instantaneously, with zero-time delay and infinite data rate transfer, with 100% unbreakable               
security. As mankind ventures to capitalise on the mining potential of the asteroid belt, to colonise planets                 
and even leave our solar system, such instantaneous seamless communications will prove vital.  

At the time when the QTS is implemented, all communication systems as we know them today, would                 
become obsolete. QTS is not a disruptive technology, it is an extinction event technology. 
 

Implementation Plan 

Phase 1 - COMPLETED 

Development of the TCT: analysing the theory and extrapolating the theoretical fundamental principles of              

how quantum entangled particles can be used as a form of information exchange. Once a theoretical                
procedure has been established, we move on to build the computer simulated experiment to provide               
proof of concept. 
 

Phase 2 – Now commencing 

With proof of concept now shown to have been achieved, we have a working model of the procedure and                   
are able to send binary code between two quantum entangled particles, within a computer simulation. We                
can now commence reaching out to investors and funding schemes in order to secure the funds to push our                   
implementation plan to the next phase, and collaborating with partners to enhance our team, skills and                
scope of work. 
 

Phase 3 – To begin after Phase 2 completion 

A follow on from Phase 2 of establishing working relationships within various industries (typically aerospace,               
robotics & aerospace) to commercialise the quantum telecommunication technology in their respective            
sectors. 
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Construction of an experimental quantum entangled device, capable of data transfer via quantum entangled              
particles. Development of the initial design of the experiment where, in a controlled manner, two or more                 
particles can become entangled. Afterwards, the construction of the experiment to fulfill the task of quantum                
entanglement. Quantum entanglement by designing and constructing an experimental device has been            
established in the past – however refinement is required for our particular use. Following this, we can                 
produce a design of the experiment to establish the best method to manipulate the entangled particles. This                 
will allow us to utilise the dynamics of entanglement for the most efficient transfer of data information, using                  
the principles extrapolated from the TCT. Using the experimental device coupled with the modifications for               
the most efficient data transfer, we can conduct the first tests of data transfer between two or more                  
entangled particles. 
 

Phase 4 - To begin after Phase 3 completion 

Must conduct the refinement of the equipment and methods by utilising the information and data collected                
from the Phase 3 experiments. This will allow us to begin the design and construction of a portable version of                    
the experimental device, designed to allow two stand-alone transceivers. These devices would share             
quantum entangled particles, and allow instantaneous point-to-point communications. 

Phase 5 - To begin after Phase 4 completion 

Field testing of the quantum entangled devices under operating conditions in various locations both              
terrestrial and extraterrestrial, and gain the data necessary to fine tune the methods and principles of the                 
device. This will allow the device to become commercially available. 

Design and development of the Quantum Hub, which can be housed anywhere on the globe and acts as a                   
communications relay station. Therefore every communications device can be ‘entangled’ with the Hub,             
where data is then transferred instantly to another communication device with almost no delay. A second                
Quantum Hub can be developed for military use, which would be controlled and governed by the military. 
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Principles of Quantum Telecommunication 
 

 

Quantum Telecommunication, should not be confused with what is called Quantum Communication, which is              
a term much used these days to describe the development of a cypher and encryption system for sending                  
secure information over great distances. This system itself will be obsolete when replaced with Quantum               
Telecommunication. 

Until now, it has been impossible for quantum entanglement to be used as a form of faster than light                   
communication, for two believed reasons: 

1. Despite it having been well established that entangled particles communicate instantaneously, no            
matter how great the distance between them. No one to date has understood the dynamics of the                 
exact processes within this phenomenon. 
 

2. In observing the particle, you fix its state in a random up, down or side direction, which fixes its                   
entangled partner in the opposite direction. This has led to the assumption that the randomness of                
the outcome, leads to a system that cannot be used for a binary code delivery system. 

Within the TCT theory there are many new commercial avenues deriving from the theory’s basic principles                
and therefore we have further studies that have not been released. It is our intention to use those parts of                    
the theory for our commercial gains. 

A. The TCT’s studies put us in the unique position of knowing the exact dynamics in which information                 
can seemingly travel faster than light between entangled particles. 
 

B. Finally we have the knowledge of how to work with the randomness associated with the use of                 
subatomic states and how to send binary information through the quantum entangled particle             
system. 

Today, points 1 and 2 are holding back the advancement of the quantum telecommunication industry. The                
principles of the TCT overcome these obstructions and have the ability to make quantum              
telecommunications a reality within our grasp, leading our world into a new age of communication. A time                 
where we can leave all obsolete technologies behind and start anew with a communication system which will                 
last for thousands of years and assist mankind’s venture to the stars.  
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Theory Applications 
 

Space Technology 

In an age of Quantum Telecommunications, the need for         
today’s communication satellites would be gone. With the        
ability for direct, instant communication, the relaying of        
signals to convey data, is obsolete, as we know it today.           
The same would occur in the point to point communication          
of today’s antiquated communication system. Quantum      
Telecommunications would bring an age where an Earth        
base would have the ability to communicate       
instantaneously with a lunar base, Mars base, even a base          
on Pluto. At present to communicate with Mars can take          
between 4 and 24 minutes, with the Quantum Telecommunication System (QTS) that time delay would               
be reduced to zero. 

Nasa’s New Horizons mission has now taken it past Pluto. For this craft to communicate back to Earth                  
takes 4 hours 25 minutes. If it had been equipped with QTS, the delay would have been reduced to zero.  

Electronics have become smaller and new materials have been developed. This combined with the              
integration of modern computerisation has resulted in the space industry now starting to miniaturise              
satellites, space probes and much more of the hardware which once was the size of a family car.  

This miniaturisation does come with a price, that being direct communication between the device and               
Earth. As an example, small satellites and probes sent to scout the asteroid belt for viable mining targets                  

would have exceptionally low signal strength, making       
signal recovery on Earth very difficult and expensive. The         
payoff for sending a swarm of mini satellites and probes          
is that it is the most cost-effective way to explore the           
asteroid belt region.  

Most mini satellites are designed for low Earth orbit, part          
of the reason for this is the restraints on sending and           
receiving data due to the low powered communication        
on-board the device.  

 

With miniaturisation of satellites and probes, must come the miniaturisation of the communication             
system. Using Quantum Telecommunication, even a probe the size of a small box of chocolates, would                
have instantaneous communication with its Earth base and sister probes, no matter where it is located                
in the solar system. 
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With just one 1.6 km diameter metallic       
asteroid having a commercial value of 20       
trillion dollars, deep space mining is now       
becoming not just a theoretical possibility      
but a physical reality. With many start-ups       
set up for the commercialisation of      
colonising planetary bodies and scouting     
asteroids for the purposes of mining, the       
need for quantum telecommunications is     
greater than ever. This is not a question of,         
is it needed? It is a question of, how fast          
can it be developed? 
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Planetary Colonisation 

With companies from around the world now actively establishing development programs for the             
colonisation of Mars and other planetary bodies. The fact remains that the stumbling point for all these                 
organisations is the time delay in extraterrestrial communications. Thus far, in man’s venture out into               
our solar system, many planetary probes have had to be fully autonomous. ESA’s ExoMars mission will                

still have a high level of autonomy. Due to the very fact that             
transmissions are time delayed over the long distance of earth to           
mars by up to 24 minutes, these probes and the rovers could not             
be controlled second by second from Earth. This has led to the loss             
of a number of probes, costing the space industry billions of           
dollars. ESA’s forthcoming mission to mars, ExoMars, will also         
have its own communication satellite orbiting the planet. If fitted          
with the QTS there would have been no need for such a            

communication satellite. The ExoMars rover would have had the capability to communicate directly             
back to earth directly and instantaneously. 
Manned missions simply cannot be operated on this basis. Although there will be a great number of                 
situations where crew numbers are able to diagnose unexpected problems, the fact remains that with               
the technological complexity needed within such spacecraft, the probabilities for system failures is high.              
These types of failures require the fastest possible information data and verbal transfer between the               
spacecraft and Earth, to minimise the potential loss of the mission and those onboard. 

Such potential disasters are not just the domain of the spacecraft transporting the crews to their                
destinations, but also Earth-based mission control centres, life support systems, environmental           
conditions and many more. Eventually these systems will construct living and working habitats on Mars               
for example, and at present any Earth-based communications would take up to 24 minutes at a time.                 
This problem is not something that simply can be ignored. Potential Mars bases must have full                
instantaneous communication systems, to reduce the potential of loss of human lives in system failures. 

Every quantum communication device (such as a mobile phone) would have instant communication to a               
Quantum Hub, where the data is then transferred instantly to other quantum communication devices.              
The Quantum Hub can be housed anywhere in the world. 
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Military Communications 

In modern military communications, perhaps the most vital aspect of all the            
technology they use, is the satellite communication infrastructure. However, built on today's technology             

it has major flaws and limitations. These range through         
climate conditions, line of sight, solar flares and much         
more. In most places they operate in the UHF, SHF or EHF            
frequency bands. 

The American armed forces, as an example, maintain        
international networks of satellites with ground stations       
located in various continents. Signal latency is a major         
concern in satellite communications, so geographic and       
meteorological factors play an important role in choosing        
locations for satellite positions and ground bases. Since        

some of the major military activities of the U.S. army is in foreign territories, the U.S. government is                  
forced to subcontract satellite services to foreign locations with favorable climate. With the             
implementation of Quantum Telecommunications, the need to do this would be eliminated. 

Milstar, is a constellation of five military satellites managed by the United States Air Force. They are                 
deployed in geostationary orbits and provide wideband, narrowband and protected military           
communication systems. Wideband systems support high-bandwidth transfers. Protected systems offer          
more sophisticated security protection like anti-jam features and nuclear survivability, while           
narrowband systems are intended for basic communications services that do not require a high              
bandwidth. This system is    
resource heavy and needs vast     
amounts of technology to    
achieve its goals. Sending and     
receiving data, text or voice     
communication by this system is     
not just financially costly but also      
slow, insecure and prone to     
technical problems.  

Milstar would be obsolete with a      
military that uses quantum    
telecommunications. 

The problems associated with today’s military satellite systems are the same problems shared by              
communication satellites used for television broadcast relaying, telephone communication for mobile           
and landline, radio transmissions and in achieving the communication network allowing the internet to              
exist. 

With the implementation of quantum telecommunication systems, all of today's communication           
systems would be obsolete and replaced. 
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The impact on today's military terrestrially, will be profound on many levels. Today’s             
telecommunications are limited by line of sight, signal strength, interference and many other problems,              
whether that be armed forces within land, sea or air combat.  

This is demonstrated clearly in the problems with traditional comms within the navy, between a surface                
ship and submarines. Radio signals transitioning from air to water will rapidly decrease in strength and                
die, giving rise to major limitations of communications between the two vessels.  

QTS has no such limitations since      
information is sent via quantum     
entanglement, the transition between    
air and water has no effect. Mass has no         
interaction with QTS thus even     
transitions from air through water, or      
even through solid rock has no effect on        
the information getting through. 

The information leaves the ship and is       
instantaneously received by the    
submarine or diver in a cave. This       
process is not limited by distance; a       
message sent from a surface ship located in the arctic circle, to a submarine located in antarctica, will                  
not be impeded by the planet situated between them. The message will be received by the submarine                 
instantaneously. 
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Quantum Mobile Phones 

Mobile technology used today is both resource heavy and inefficient. The technological complexity of              
sending even a simple text ‘Hello’ is extensive, high in cost and low in efficiency. Commercially it is not                   

secure, it is prone to signal dropout, could have disruption from           
atmospheric conditions, solar flares and much more. We live in an           
age where communications are the fundamental backbone of our         
civilisation, yet we are a 21st century human race, utilising early           
19th century technology. The basics of all of today's         
communication technology is still using the same techniques, to         
send and receive signals. 

Quantum telecommunications opens the doors to a true        
instantaneous, no limitation in distance, mobile phone technology. With the possibility of calling, texting              
or sending data with 100% coverage of the Earth's surface, with none of the following, fiber optics,                 
satellites, radio towers, relay stations, data bandwidth limits and time delay. It will prove a revolution                
within the phone communication industry. 

Comparing today’s technology to future technology is a clear demonstration as to the built-in              
redundancy of the established system. The figures on the right show the difference in modern day                
communications compared to quantum communications. For this example, we have used satellites but             
the process is the same for data sent via fiber optics). 

The figure on the right shows the       
complexity of sending a simple text,      
‘Hello’. The sender types ‘Hello’ and his       
phone sends the signal to a radio       
tower, which sends this signal to a       
control station, which sends the signal      
up to a satellite transmitting dish. The       
dish sends this signal to a satellite,       
which in turn sends it to a second        
satellite, and then to a third satellite.       
The third satellite sends the signal to a        
receiving dish, which is transmitted to      
the control station, which then sends      
the signal to the radio tower and finally        
the signal is sent to the recipient's phone which displays ‘Hello’. This total process can take up to four                   
seconds. 

Quantum telecommunication mobile technology, shown in the figure on the left, is reduced to just one                
function. The sender types ‘Hello’, which is sent to the Quantum Hub, before the receiving phone                
displays ‘Hello’. This process is instantaneous. 
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The Need for Encryption is a Thing of the Past! 

Encryption is a process of transforming information in such a way that an unauthorized third party                
cannot read it. However, a second person who knows the key, can decrypt the data and access it in its                    
original form. There are a lot of popular encryption/decryption methods, but the key to security is not a                  
proprietary algorithm. The most important thing is keeping the encryption key a secret. 

The encryption of data is now one of the most important aspects of our modern age. It spans every                   
aspect of our lives, from phones to the internet, from aviation to public transport. Financial institutions                
spend billions on building secure data systems as do governments and multinational corporations.             
Military encryption is known to be the most secure yet achieved. The AES (Advanced Encryption               
Standard), is based on a system of encoding called the Rijndael cipher, in simple terms, it divides data                  
into blocks of 128 bits each, and then uses the encryption key – made up of 256 bits – to scramble them                      
beyond all recognition using 14 different rounds of encryption. 

Encryption in our modern world is now of such         
importance, that it is an industry now worth        
billions of dollars. With Quantum     
Telecommunications, there is no need for      
encryption. Due to the nature of the quantum        
entanglement, the system is 100% secure. The       
system needs no encryption, coding or other       
method to secure the data, voice or text        
transmission. This security feature is not limited       
by distance, a transmission between earth and       
mars will have the same 100% security as a         

transmission which is traversing between two buildings only a few miles apart. In an age when                
protecting data of any nature is vital the QTS is the ultimate in security.  
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Robotics 

In today’s world, technology that is used for robots is ever changing and certainly becoming more and                 
more enhanced. In the past, robots were merely a dream, a “what if” in what the future might hold in                    
terms of technology, however each and every day, advances are being made that are making that dream                 
ever so close to becoming a reality. The future of robotics is heading in the direction of building full                   
humanoid-like robots with human skeletal and muscular systems with increased complexity, where            
almost all activities in its vicinity and in the surrounding environment are perceived by the robots.  

To meet the desired requirements and reliability in a complicated environment, a great deal of planning,                
monitoring and perception through built-in sensors, is required. This involves the use of a huge amount                
of data, which will be increasing in the future. The main obstacle to developing more accomplished,                
autonomous, robots is the storage capacity for data and information. For robots to accomplish more               
tasks, they would need the ability to assimilate greater amounts of stored information more quickly.  

In addition to this, communication in robot swarms is another set back in today's robotic industry -                 
where robotic swarms are deemed tricky because they need to sense not only the environment, but also                 
each robot in the swarm. As well as increased data, each robot must 'communicate' with each other,                 
while also acting independently. Perception-action loops are fundamental to creating autonomous           
robots that function in unstructured environments. Robot swarms require their communication ability            
to be embedded in this feedback loop. Thus, perception-action-communication loops are key to             
designing robot swarms. There are currently no systematic approaches for doing this across large              
groups. 

Quantum telecommunications poses   
massive benefits for the future of the       
robotics industry. Having a Quantum     
Hub on earth would allow for instant       
communications and data download    
from a swarm of robots on mars to a         
supercomputer on earth. This    
computer would do all the calculations      
and processing for the entire swarm,      
passing that data instantaneously back     
to the robot swarm on mars.      
Advantages in a quantum    
telecommunication system include the    
reduction in infrastructure, reduced    
latency and low-cost. This advancement in the robotics industry, along with an increase in sensor,               
processor and storage performance, will lead to significant advancements in individual robots, robotic             
swarms, and artificial intelligence capability. 
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